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CEO Comments
Month of May was volatile due to higher inflation rates than expected. Since the long-term cases in our
holdings remained intact, we found a good opportunity to take advantage of the volatility and increase our
holding in Pexip. After some time of underperformance from the stock, we still see great potential in the
company forward. Furthermore, we had another month of positive returns from our stock portfolio, in total it
returned 0,4 percent. The overall stock market returned 2,4 percent. This month we also made a new
investment in Nekkar, listed on the Oslo stock exchange. The company has developed innovative solutions for
shipping and adjacent sectors.
The rising inflation has remained the main event during the month. American inflation data showed an
inflation rate of 4,2%, marking the highest inflation rate since 2008, higher than the markets expectations.
This led to a continued sell off within tech and growth stocks, the Nasdaq 100 index was at most down -8%
during the month. However, it recovered towards the end of the month, closing at -1,2%.
The companies in our portfolio have released their earnings reports for the first quarter. Most of our holdings
presented reports according to our expectations. One exception was the previously mentioned case of Pexip
where the loss unfortunately was larger than expected. However, we remain confident in the long-term case
which is why we saw the opportunity to increase our position.
We are also happy to welcome Robert Rohlén and Pontus Klarson to the analyst team. They are both very
talented and we look forward to work with them.
This is my first comment as the new CEO of Handels Capital Management. I am very grateful for the trust I
have been given and will do all I can to make sure that HCM keeps delivering competitive returns and student
utility for the Student Union of Handelshögskolan.

Ludwig Germunder
20/06/2021
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Asset Manager's Comments

Hello,
The market keeps on roaring. During May, OMXSGI rose +2,4% and the index closed at +21,4% YTD. Compared to
OMXSGI, our equities traded +0,4% for the month and HCM is hence up +19,7% YTD.
The best performers during the month were Balco, SBB and ChemoMetec. The worst performers were Pexip,
Catella and Admicom.
This month we’ve slightly reduced our positions in C-RAD, GHP Speciality Care and Balco to increase our
holding in Pexip. Since ATH, the stock has gone down almost 50% as the investor sentiment has turned. The stock
currently trades at 8x sales for 2021 when growing ARR by 50% this year. We still believe that Mr. Market prices
Pexip as a COVID winner, which we believe isn’t the case. In Q1 the churn decreased from the levels in Q3 & Q4
and the percentage of sales reps that still not are mature yet (takes 9-12 months) is over 45%. The growth in
absolute ARR will begin in H2 2021, where Q2 probably not will be a major event. At an LTV/CAC of 5,7x and
sales reps up 230% in 2 years, the growth from these investments will be seen in the coming years.
Another new holding is the Norweigan company Nekkar. In 2019 the company divested a big part of the business
(MacGregor) to Cargotec and paid off all debt. After the divestment, there was some friction between the two
companies which acted as a “wet blanket” to the stock. This was settled in early in 2021 and the management can
hence focus 100% on their operations.
The company has a cash cow made up of Syncrolift, which offers ship lifts to shipyards and has a market share of
75%. This business operates with negative NWC, >20% EBITDA and has an order backlog that extends several
years into the future. This cash is used to fund other businesses within sustainable solutions and technology
mainly in the offshore and aquaculture industries.
We believe that margins from Syncrolift will structurally increase as the service side of the business continuously
gains more share of the revenues. Here, the margins are rather 30% compared to 20% for the ship lifts. Also, the
company is offering investors a handful of optionality within growing ESG industries, which we assign zero value
today. If we assign a 12x EBITDA to Syncrolift and a 3x Sales to Intellilift (SaaS business growing >50%) as well as
adjusting for corporate costs and net debt, we get a value of 13 NOK per share. This compares to a share price of
10 NOK today. Hence, we find the risk/reward to be highly attractive.
The whole portfolio returned +0,7% in April, somewhat lagging our benchmark which gained +1,1% during the
month. Global Bonds returned -0,5% compared to our benchmark which was down -1,2%. Corporate Bonds
returned a positive +0,5% compared to our benchmark at -1,5%. Alternative Investments returned a positive +2,4%
compared to Barclays Hedge Fund Index which preliminary was up +1,1%. It is important to note that our reported
return in Alternative Investments is lagging with one month. This is due to the funds’ NAV’s updating after the
last day of the month.

Sincerely,
Filip Helmroth
20/06/2021
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